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Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Another round of scattered storms is expected today with an occasional wind gust in excess of 35 knots being possible with the stronger 
storms. After the storms roll through another complex wind pattern is forecasted with most assets seeing winds out of the south or 
southeast at gentle to moderate speeds ahead of the front passage expected early Saturday morning. Locations near the MS delta region 
will likely see a combination of easterly/northeasterly winds as a weak boundary stall over the northern Gulf. This busy weather pattern is 
forecasted to continue into Saturday as low pressure in the southwest gulf near the Bay of Campeche will direct south and southeasterly 
winds through much of the Gulf to start the day before a cold front moves off the northwest Gulf coast early Saturday morning. This front 
is forecasted to work across the majority of the Gulf by Saturday evening with most locations experiencing northeasterly winds with strong 
to near gale conditions possible for the western Gulf.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Further to the east moderate to fresh conditions are expected to persist through late Sunday and into early Monday. Seas will vary, with 
western Gulf locations observing 8-10-foot seas especially across the deep waters, and central Gulf locations expecting to see 5-7 foot
seas. The moderate to fresh conditions will continue into early next week as low pressure to the south slowly makes its way through the 
region.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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